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It is a legal requirement that individuals who have 
passed their Category B (car) test undergo an 

additional test if they wish to drive a passenger bus 
or coach with 9 seats or more (Directgov, 2012).

Obtaining a higher category entitlement,
 however, is not as simple as just booking and 

taking the test, as without proper training, it can be 
incredibly di�cult to achieve a pass.

Expertly designed with this in mind, System Group’s 
Category D course enables individuals to meet the 

high standards of driving required by the DSA, in 
turn giving them the best possible opportunity to 

succeed in the associated practical test.

CONTACT US

BENEFITS TO
THE DRIVER

• Gain the entitlement to drive a bus/ coach
• Develop your skills 
• Expand your knowledge
• Enhance your employment opportunities

PROGRESSION

Other licence acquisition courses

Please note that in order to drive for hire
or reward, individuals must pass Module 2 
(Case Studies) and Module 4 (Vehicle Safety 
Demonstration). 

On completion of these, along with Module 1 
(Theory Test – Multiple Choice and Hazard 
Perception) and Module 3 (Practical Test of 
Driving Ability), individuals will achieve the 
initial Driver Certificate of Professional 
Competence (CPC) qualification.
 

BENEFITS TO
THE EMPLOYER

• Highly trained, knowledgeable workforce
• Promote cost-e�ectiveness 
• Grow your own talent 
• Improve sta� retention

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

In addition to holding a full Category B licence, individuals must:

• In addition to holding a full Category B licence, individuals must:
• Be aged 18 or over
• Have passed a medical*
• Possess their provisional D licence
• Have passed their PCV Theory Test (Multiple Choice and Hazard Perception)

THE COURSE

Delivered by our highly qualified, experienced 
instructors, the Category D course equips learners 
with the essential skills, knowledge and 
understanding required to safely, competently and 
confidently drive a minibus.

As well as gaining fundamental expertise in the 
handling of vehicle controls, individuals will be 
able to demonstrate through their driving that they 
have a comprehensive awareness of all matters 
concerning personal and vehicle safety.

The course specifically covers:

• An introduction to the vehicle
• Vehicle familiarisation
• Moving o� and stopping 
• Road positioning
• Junctions
• Roundabouts
• Crossroads
• Motorway slip roads
• Pedestrian crossings
• Reversing
• Awareness, anticipation and planning 
• Overtaking
• Progress/hesitancy 
• Meeting and overtaking
• Picking up/setting down passengers safely

If successful, individuals will attain the Category D 
entitlement on their licence, ultimately evidencing 
their ability to consistently drive a minibus in 
accordance with DSA standards.


